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The Imperial Bureaucracy in the Roman Empire
SHIMPO Yoshiaki
The Roman Empire under Pax Romana had an area of ? million square 
kilometers and a population of ?? million. In the middle of the second century, 
however, only ??? imperial bureaucrats worked for this very huge empire. So, 
this peculiar structure was called a ?government without bureaucracy? by some 
scholars.
Based on these facts, the subjects of this article are the followings:
A:  Why could the roman emperors reign over the enormous empire by the 
small-scale bureaucracy?
B:  Why did Augustus delegate the imperial administration to the equestrian 
order for the first time?
C:  Why were military officers promoted to bureaucrats?
Then, we investigated the career and real business contents of equestrian 
officers and bureaucrats. Firstly, Augustus, as a result of trial and error, appointed 
the equestrian order to administrative bureaucrats. Secondly, both the officers 
regarded as ?military specialists? and the bureaucrats as ?financial specialists? by 
many scholars were actually the ?generalists? dealing with diverse matters on 
the whole. Each officer and bureaucrat, because of their small members, had 
to deal with various administrative, financial, judicial matters. Thirdly, imperial 
government gave the autonomy to each city on the one hand, imposed the peace-
keeping and the imperial tax collection upon it on the other. In short, there was 
not a centralization of power in the Roman Empire.
Thus, the Roman Empire was governed by the small-scale ?generalists.? But 
it was through Crisis of the Third Century that this roman bureaucratic system 
gradually changed.
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